
 

  

 

Game lesson title How should we regulate video games, if at all? 

Brief intro  
Build students’ knowledge of the arguments around the influence of video 
games on audiences and the resulting issues surrounding regulation of the 
format. 

Lesson hook 
Inherently fun as video games is generally a very engaging topic but care 
needs taken in presenting the content, particularly when discussing the 
violence. Watching and potentially playing video games. 

Suggested year 
level  

Year 12 Suggested age 
level 

17/18 

Number of lessons 
1 x 60 minute lesson Costs 

involved? 
No  

Author 
You are free to copy, communicate and adapt this lesson plan which was 
created by Dean Ashton and ACMI, licensed under a Creative Commons 
Attribution 2.0. 

 

Subject/s:   

☒   Media 

Curriculum/Capabilities Alignment (VIC/AC) and Skills 

VCE Media Unit 4 Outcome 2. 

VCAA key 
knowledge: 

• The rationale for regulating the relationships between the media and its audience 
in Australia 

• The issues and challenges relating to regulation and control of the media 

• Ethical and legal issues in the production, distribution, consumption and 
reception of media products 

VCAA key 
skills: 

 

• Analyse the regulation of relationships between the media and its audience in 
Australia 

• Analyse issues and challenges relating to regulation and control of the media 

• Evaluate ethical and legal issues in the media 
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Game used 
Ratings for playing the game vary from M to not being released in Australia 
so keep in mind example selection and what you show. 

Game play 
required? 

No. It is an option for the older games via online emulator via GOG. 

Important note about game classification  

As classifications can change, teachers are responsible for checking the latest videogame 
classification and suitability for their class age group.  Please visit 
https://www.classification.gov.au/ and https://www.commonsense.org/education/ to guide 
you. 

How are games used by students in the lesson? 

☒  Watchers – observing, analysing and evaluating. Learning about the world and ourselves through 

understanding the impact of games culture and industry. 

☒  Players - learning by playing videogames - learning things applicable to life outside of (and in) the 

game e.g. flight simulators, esports, etc.  

☐  Makers - learning through making games (coding, creative production, teamwork, leadership) 

☐  Explorers (Minecraft) – imaginative, self-directed, exploratory/sandbox learning. 

eSafety considerations 

Engaging in discussion about the Australian Classifications Board (ACB) with an investigation 
into a recently classified game. It might be good to remind students that Australia's 
classification system is upheld in education settings so they can be mindful of this in their 
selections. 

Technical notes  

Have a projector, smartboard or similar connected to a computer with internet for 
introductory videos and discussion. 

Internet connected devices for students individually, in pairs or small groups with word 
processing software.  

https://www.gog.com/?gclsrc=aw.ds&&gclid=CjwKCAjwn6GGBhADEiwAruUcKmpFw-F-25sLUGus7lnoM_w_uuWn-LtTfvZgaP_QwrdYwFHWdv7FbhoCukcQAvD_BwE
https://www.classification.gov.au/
https://www.commonsense.org/education/


 

  

 

LESSON SEQUENCE 

Prep and 
introduction 
activities 

Tuning in: Watch this short video about violence and video games (3 minute 
watch). This intro video is quite simplistic; if your students have discussed this 
issue previously, this is a deeper analysis (22 minute watch). 

• Do you think watching a movie or playing a video game could prompt you 
to change your behaviour? 

• Do you think that your answer would be different for someone who is 3 
years old? 7? Or 15? 

• What does “cause violence” mean? Does it mean the player immediately 
goes out and enacts identical violence to what occurs in games? Could 
the definition be broader than this? For example, could playing war 
games desensitise players to the realities of war? 

• Why is violence in games/movies fun (if/when it is fun), and can you think 
of examples where the violence in a game or movie didn’t feel fun? 

• Many analyses of violence in videogames conflate the concepts of 
violence and crime. Are they the same thing? Why/why not? 

Watch this video to get a snapshot guide of Australia’s rating systems. 

• What are your thoughts about Australia’s classification system? 

• What may have prompted the choice of ages for higher restrictions? 

Prior knowledge/skills (Required/Recommended/References) 

Background on media influence and ethical considerations would be useful as well as identifying key 
terminology within this unit. 

Student Outcomes 

 

 

Learning goals 

 

 

KNOW: Understanding the arguments for regulation of video games and the 
nature of how that regulation applies in a globalised digital market. 

BE ABLE TO: Track the changing nature of how video games are influencing 
audiences. Evaluating the impact of video games in terms of both violence. 

IMPROVE: Students will be able to develop their understanding of the role of 
regulation in the video game industry.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ixUGwk6IC8&ab_channel=AsapSCIENCE
https://youtu.be/xkVIqB8tw2A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rr7M1iApO1Y&ab_channel=Infrastructure%2CTransport%2CRegionalDev%26Comms


 

  

• Australia is the only country in the world to use the same rating system 
for games and movies. Do these different media types warrant different 
classification systems, or is consistency a good thing here? 

• How do you think international classification systems differ or are similar? 

Main lesson 
activities   

You may like to do this activity in pairs or small groups to encourage debate and 
discussion. Each group or student chooses a computer game that has been 
recently classified. You can find our more about Australia’s rating system using 
this link. 

Record answers to the following questions in a word, Google Doc or similar. You 
might like to look up release trailers or gameplay videos to become more familiar 
with the game. 

• What classification or restrictions was the game given and what themes 
were present that warranted this classification? 

• What aspects are easy to judge about this game are what are less 
obvious? 

• Can you find what classification this game was given in other countries 
and if so, how do these classifications compare to Australia? 

• Do you agree with the ACB’s decision? Justify your response and if you 
disagree, decide on a new classification for this game. 

After researching their game, students may like to share their findings with the 
class or submit their work digitally. 

Following this, have a look at this question from the 2020 Media Exam: 

As the media increasingly crosses national borders, governments are struggling to 
maintain control over the laws and policies created for their jurisdictions.  

Analyse one or more issues relating to regulation and control of the media. 

What are some aspects you could write about if a similar question came up on 
this year’s exam? 

Reflection 
activity  

Finally, something to ponder is this controversial video game ‘Death Race’ 
released in 1976. Here are some responses from the time: “insidious,” “morbid,” 
“gross” and “sick, sick, sick.” “Nearly 9,000 pedestrians were killed last year and 
that’s no joke.” This led to several arcades removed the machine with this game 
from their venue.  

Do you agree with these statements? If not, what has changed since then? 

https://www.classification.gov.au/classification-ratings/latest-classification-decisions
https://www.classification.gov.au/classification-ratings/latest-classification-decisions
https://www.classification.gov.au/classification-ratings/what-do-ratings-mean
https://www.classification.gov.au/classification-ratings/what-do-ratings-mean
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aBBtt72aJLA&ab_channel=OldClassicRetroGaming
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aBBtt72aJLA&ab_channel=OldClassicRetroGaming


 

  

Differentiation, 
modification, 
extension and 
inclusion notes  

Teachers could also select a game that is available to play at school for students 
to interact with before diving into the classification. 

To extend, students could develop their own classification system and look at 
developmental milestones that inform the ACB ratings. 

To support, questions could be condensed and mixed ability groupings could be 
used to develop discussion. 

Student Homework/Further Work 

This activity could form part of a deeper investigation into censorship and influence and how 
students can utilise this knowledge in the creation of their own media.  

Assessment 

Submitted analysis of a recently classified game classification. 
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